Wallet Guide
Improve your marketing and sales

for retail
by OSMI Cards

What is the Wallet ?

Wallet is an iPhone and Android app
that replaces a real wallet. In your
mobile wallet you can store bank
and discount cards, boarding passes
and match tickets, discount coupons
and gift certificates.

iOS

Apple introduced the application in 2012. Since
then, Wallet is preinstalled on all iPhones. There are
4 similar applications for Android: Google Pay,
Wallet Union, Pass2U, PassWallet, WalletPasses.
Applications are installed separately.

Android

Why Wallet is Good for Business?
Increase audience reach and sales with the help of mobile communication channel

Effective
for business

Modern technologies
for communication with customers

๏

26% increase in sales

๏

automatic location notifications

๏

50% reduction in marketing costs

๏

unlimited push notifications for holders of electronic
cards, tickets and coupons

Users cannot add cards on the phone themselves. Loyalty cards, tickets and coupons added to Wallet by the users when
business makes them available.

OSMI Cards
We are a world leader in providing services for enabling businesses to use Wallet for iOS
and Android.

We've being in business of creating and
managing electronic cards since the
announcement of the technology in 2012.

We are an innovative and highly effective marketing service that significantly
increases the efficiency of your communications.

OSMI Cards
We are an official partner of Apple EMEA (Europe Middle East Africa).
NFCmark

We are the first in
Russia to offer cards
with NFC support

Wallet supports NFC contactless technology. Using it, you can put a link to download an electronic card in a special
chip tag.
Thanks to this technology, the buyer can download a card, such as a business card by simply touching the tag with
the phone.
The feature is available for iPhone and Android smartphones with NFC.

OSMI Cards
Our product is a set of tools and services that can improve the efficiency of communication with
customers by stimulating repeat sales, involving customers in promotions and special offers.

The largest Russian IT
company. Presented in 25
countries.

The registered trademark
of OSMI Cards.
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We create for the high efficiency of your business
Alex Garyaev
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Andrei Afitsinsky

CTO

OSMI Cards

With wallet you can
๏

pay for purchases using Apple Pay or Google Pay;

accumulate and spend bonuses in shops and cafes; go to the
stadium without paper tickets;
๏

๏

buy goods and services cheaper using coupons;

๏

send gift certificates by email.

All cards and tickets are always with you and
available without an Internet connection.

Integration
OSMI Cards has a turnkey integration solution with

Microsoft Dynamics is a line of software
applications for enterprise resource
planning (ERP) and customer
relationship management (CRM),
developed by Microsoft.

Our customers use more than 15 readymade integration solutions with the most
popular CRM systems in Russia

We have a professional API for quick integration with any CRM

Technology provides an opportunity for business

Generate
electronic loyalty
cards

Register
customers
online

Communicate
with loyal
customers

Brands are becoming more
environmentally friendly and
reduce the cost of producing
plastic cards

Companies provide an easy
way to register without paper
questionnaires. Verified
customer data are sent
directly into CRM

Business increases the
effectiveness of their loyalty
programs, notifying
customers about promotions
and special offers
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How a store uses Wallet?

Buyers fill in an on-line application
form on a tablet in the trading floor.
After registration, they receive a
name card by SMS. Buyer's data is
automatically sent to the CRM system.

Customers open a Wallet and present a
card at the checkout. The manager scans
the barcode from the customer’s
electronic card and writes off the points.

Every week, the store sends push notifications about new arrivals or sales offers. Geonotifications are also active at points of sale. If the card holder is near the store, Wallet
will remind him of this with a specially crafted text.

Push notifications

Shock price! Sale 40%
Buy faster!

You can send push notifications to all Wallet cards. They look
like messages if the phone is active. If not, the pushies remain
on the locked screen.
The notification displays up to two lines of text.
You can use emoji.

Companies send to customers
๏

newsletters about sales and events;

๏

promotional mailings, which allow you to put the desired link on the
map and change the banner for a while;

๏

Transactional newsletters about changing the balance, achieving a
new status, etc.

We have a special offer for you! Pay a visit!

Geolocation Notification
Additionally, you can customize the notifications that
appear when the card holder is near the store. The range is
100-300 m. There is support for iBeacon technology for
more accurate detection in rooms.

Companies are setting up
๏

Location tips. For example, if the store is
located in a large shopping center;

๏

Reminders about the number of points
accumulated or their expiry.

How can customer receive an electronic card?
ONLINE

๏

via Email

๏

via SMS

๏

via Website

Card

Add the card to your
mobile Wallet
Your card

Scan this QR code and the card
will always be with you! Use the
standard Camera app to add to
your Apple device
Add to Wallet

How can customer receive an electronic card?
OFFLINE

๏

table tent

๏

posters
Hey! Join us!

Hover over the QR code
using the camera app. Add
a card to Wallet and get
100 bonus points as a gift!

๏

flyers

Our Offer

We will create
the Integration
With any CRM system

Geo- Notification

Unlimited
Wallet cards

Support
Quick help on all issues
related to the operation of
the service.

Аutomatic software update

Unlimited Push messages

9 900$ per year

We work with

Contact us
phone
+7 (495) 665 8584
email
info@osmicards.com

website

osmicards.com
Facebook

facebook.com/osmicards

